
IKON 5 MK2

Standing 81 cm, this flexible, yet very noticeable loudspeaker

will become a natural aesthetic part of your home environment.

With great integrity of the audio signal, improved dynamics,

and enhanced bass performance it covers a wide range of the

musical spectrum – from soft ballads to intense movie

soundtracks. 

The dual layer front baffle forms an accurate and acoustically

stable platform for the dual 5” bass/mid range drivers and

hybrid tweeter module. Hand-assembled as it is, the crossover

network components are mounted on vibration-absorbing wood

fibre boards, thereby reducing any vibrations.  

IKON 5 MK2 provides the perfect means for your homely sonic

adventures at a very attractive price point for all types of music

and movies. The choice is yours; IKON 5 MK2 can be explored

in many ways –  as stereo speakers in smaller to midsized

room, as front speakers in a small to midsized cinema set up,

or as rear speakers in a midsized to large cinema set up. 

At any rate, this elegant, straightforward loudspeaker will give

you something extra to come home to. No more talk – IKON 5

MK2 is simply great company! It sounds bigger than it looks

and it delivers on its promise.

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency range (+/- 3dB) [Hz]: 43,0 - 30.000,0

Sensitivity (2,83 V/1 m) [dB]: 87,0

Nominal impedance [ohms]: 6

Maximum SPL [dB]: 108,0

Recommended amplifier power [W]: 30,0 - 150,0

Crossover frequencies: 700/2.500/14.000

Hybrid tweeter module, Super high frequency driver:Ribbon

Hybrid tweeter module, High frequency driver: Soft textile dome

Low frequency driver: Wood fibre cone

Enclosure type: Bass reflex

Bass reflex tuning frequency [Hz]: 45,5

Connection input(s): Bi-wire

Recommended placement: Floor

Loudspeaker type: Front;Rear;Surround

Max loudspeaker dimensions incl. base and grille (HxWxD) [mm]:838 X 150 X 280

Loudspeaker weight including base and grille [kg]: 10,4

AVAILABLE FINISHES

Black Light Walnut White

AWARDS


